Hart’s Grove stories
Dennis McFadden

“Dennis McFadden’s short stories are very, very funny and shockingly sad, dramatic and lyrical, insightful and psychologically astute, witty and wry.”
—Kelly Cherry, author of We Can Still Be Friends: A Novel

“In Hart’s Grove, there are murders and suicides, rapes and abuse, but Dennis McFadden has also bestowed on his town a life-sustaining sense of humor and of compassion. Read it and enjoy America as it was both lived and imagined by us all.”
—Michael White, author of A Brother’s Blood and Beautiful Assassin
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Wishbone a memoir in fractures
Julie Marie Wade

“Julie Wade shows us that ‘the law of the land is learning to live as you are,’ in all our complexities, untethered by what we thought we already knew. I emerged from this book forever changed.”
—Brenda Miller, author of Blessing of the Animals and Season of the Body

“...the story of a young woman’s emergence from her ‘before-life, my hunkering down in the snowy-deep antecedent of now,’ a tale of cleave and cleaving—away from friendships, family and geography to love renewed and reknit.”
—Susanne Antonetta, author of A Mind Apart: Travels in a Neurodiverse World and Body Toxic: An Environmental Memoir
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CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

Terrorizing Women
Feminicide in the Americas
ROSA-LINDA FREGOSO and
CYNTHIA BEJARANO, EDITORS
416 pages, 15 illustrations, paper, $25.95

The Afro-Latin® Reader
History and Culture in the United States
MIRIAM JIMÉNEZ ROMÁN and
JUAN FLORES, EDITORS
A John Hope Franklin Center Book
584 pages, 36 illustrations, paper, $29.95

Un/common Cultures
Racism and the Rearcularion of Cultural Difference
KAMALA VISWEESWARAN
360 pages, paper, $23.95

The Politics of Survival
MARC ABÉLÈS
Public Planet Books
248 pages, paper, $22.95

Red, White & Black
Cinema and the Structure of U.S. Antagonisms
FRANK B. WILDERSON III
408 pages, 22 b&w photographs, paper, $24.95

Points on the Dial
Golden Age Radio beyond the Networks
ALEXANDER RUSSO
292 pages, 11 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Segregating Sound
Inventing Folk and Pop Music in the Age of Jim Crow
KARL HAGSTROM MILLER
Refiguring American Music
384 pages, paper, $23.95

Toll-free 1-888-651-0122
www.dukeupress.edu
The Provocative Joan Robinson
The Making of a Cambridge Economist
NAHID ASLANBEIGUI and GUY OAKES
Science and Cultural Theory
320 pages, 6 illustrations, paper, $23.95

Jacques Rancière
History, Politics, Aesthetics
GABRIEL ROCKHILL and PHILIP WATTS, editors
368 pages, paper, $24.95

Freedom Not Yet
Liberation and the Next World Order
KENNETH SURIN
New Slant: Religion, Politics, Ontology
432 pages, paper, $25.95

North of Empire
Essays on the Cultural Technologies of Space
JODY BERLAND
408 pages, 33 illustrations, paper, $24.95

Communities of Sense
Rethinking Aesthetics and Politics
BETH HINDERLITER, WILLIAM KAIZEN, VERED MAIMON, JALEH MANSOOR, and SETH MCCORMICK, editors
384 pages, 28 illustrations, paper, $24.95

The Un-Americans
Jews, the Blacklist, and Stoolpigeon Culture
JOSEPH LITVAK
304 pages, 6 photographs, paper, $22.95

Ruins of Modernity
JULIA HELL and ANDREAS SCHONLE, editors
Politics, History, and Culture
528 pages, 83 illustrations, paper, $25.95

A Body Worth Defending
Immunity, Biopolitics, and the Apotheosis of the Modern Body
ED COHEN
384 pages, paper, $24.95

www.dukeupress.edu